We propose the interaction of two electrons in a triple quantum dot as a minimal system to control long range superexchange transitions. These are probed by transport spectroscopy. Narrow resonances appear indicating the transfer of charge from one side of the sample to the other with the central one being occupied only virtually. We predict that two different intermediate states establish the two arms of a one dimensional interferometer. We find configurations where destructive interference of the two superexchage trajectories totally blocks the current through the system. We emphasize the role of spin correlations giving rise to lifetime-enhanced resonances.
We propose the interaction of two electrons in a triple quantum dot as a minimal system to control long range superexchange transitions. These are probed by transport spectroscopy. Narrow resonances appear indicating the transfer of charge from one side of the sample to the other with the central one being occupied only virtually. We predict that two different intermediate states establish the two arms of a one dimensional interferometer. We find configurations where destructive interference of the two superexchage trajectories totally blocks the current through the system. We emphasize the role of spin correlations giving rise to lifetime-enhanced resonances. Introduction. Transitions mediated by long range quantum coherence in two or more particle systems are an essential concept in many different fields. Superexchange, the interaction of orbitals whose overlap is small but is mediated by intermediate virtual states, was introduced by Pauling in his resonance theory of the molecular bond 1 . Delocalization due to long range electron transfer mechanisms is responsible for donor-acceptor reactions through bridge states 2,3 relevant for molecules as complex as photosynthetic centers 4 or DNA 5, 6 . In the solid state, seminal works by Zener 7 and Anderson 8 introduced long range exchange interactions to explain transport and order in magnetic compounds. Related ideas led to models of the Kondo problem 9, 10 . Resonance valence bond models 11 have found recently an increased interest in the context of topological phases in triangular lattices 12 . The complex physics involved in the above mentioned systems can be unraveled by investigating simpler configurations that can be realized experimentally. For that purpose, quantum dot arrays are ideal for their scalability, high degree of tunability and long coherence times 13 . Coupled quantum dots behave as artificial molecules and their coupling is naturally described by hopping Hamiltonians. These characteristics nominate them for simulations of chemical reactions 14 or lattice models [15] [16] [17] . The interplay of charge and spin correlations introduces unique transport dynamics as the mesoscopic Kondo effect 18 or Pauli spin blockade 19 . The impressive gate control of few electron triple quantum dots [20] [21] [22] [23] has succeeded the operation of three electron exchange-only qubits [24] [25] [26] . In situations where tunneling to the centre dot is energetically forbidden, superexchange is responsible for the indirect coupling of the two outer quantum dots, mediated by virtual transitions through the middle one. Evidences of such transitions have been recently reported in the form of sharp current resonances 27, 28 and by real-time charge detection 29 . Thus quantum dots offer not only a way to experimentally control superexchange but also the possibility to explore new phenomena based on long range interactions 30, 31 . Here we investigate the minimal system with long range superexchange interactions affected by charge and spin correlations. It requires three sites and two electrons. In particular, two-particle correlations introduces a mechanism for the quantum interference of superexchange transitions. At the degeneracy of (N L , N C , N R ) = (1,1,0) and (0,1,1) states -N l being the number of electrons in quantum dot l-charge is delocalized between the two edge dots via the virtual occupation of two possible intermediate states, (0,2,0) and (1,0,1), which are detuned, as sketched in Fig. 1 .
We focus on a configuration where the two different virtual transitions coexist and lead to interference. Remarkably, we find conditions where the destructive interference of transitions through the (1,0,1) and (0,2,0) branches completely cancels the transport, what we term superexchange blockade. We emphasize the role of spin correlations. The two-path interference only occurs for singlet states: Pauli exclusion principle avoids triplets to tunnel into the (0,2,0) state. As a consequence, at the condition for superexchange blockade, triplets contribute to transport assisted by long range tunneling through (1,0,1), while the occupation of singlet states cancels the current. This mechanism is in utter contrast with spin blockade in coupled quantum dots, where triplets block the current.
Model. We describe the triple quantum dot with the three-site Anderson Hamiltonian (i=L,C,R):
with on-site energy levels ε i , intra-and inter-dot Coulomb repulsion U i and U ij , and nearest neightbour hopping τ ij . The outer dots are tunnel-coupled to fermionic reservoirsĤ leads = l,kσ ε lkd † lkσd lkσ byĤ tun = l,kσ γ ld † lkσĉ lσ + H.c. We consider a large Coulomb interaction with up to two electrons in the system. Our system is hence described by five charge distribution states:
is applied between the left and right terminals, with µ l the chemical potential of lead l, current is unidirectional from left to right. In our configuration, with µ L(R) > ε L(R) + U LR , (1,0,1) and (0,2,0) states do not carry current. Tunneling through the leads thus occurs via the transitions |0, σ, 0 → |σ ′ , σ, 0 , and |0, σ, σ ′ → |0, σ, 0 , with |σ, 0, σ ′ and |0, ↑↓, 0 acting as the intermediate states for the charge transfer within the triple quantum dot. Clearly, the current through the system will be enhanced close to the resonances of states with charge distributions differing in the position of one electron. This is also the case for the crossing of |σ ′ , σ, 0 and |0, σ, σ ′ states, i.e. when E 110 ≈ E 011 , even if the intermediate states are far in energy, see Fig. 2 . Then, charge delocalization requires higher-order transitions. That is the superexchange-mediated transport that we are interested in. The charge current thus serves to probe the superexchange transitions in the system. We calculate it from the stationary solution of the quantum master equation for the reduced density matrix of the quantum dot sys-
The Liouvillian superoperator L Γ includes the tunneling events through the leads. In the weak coupling regime, where we can neglect cotunneling contributions, they are described by Fermi's golden rule, Γ l = 2π |γ l | 2 ν l , with ν l being the density of states in lead l. The current to the right lead is given by the occupation probability of (0,1,1) states:
The result is shown in Fig. 3 , where, as expected, a large peak appears when the sequence |σ, σ ′ , 0 →|σ, 0, σ ′ →|0, σ, σ ′ , carrying charge from the left to the right dot, occurs resonantly. On the other hand, no feature is observed at the resonance of states |σ, σ ′ , 0 , |0, 2, 0 and |0, σ, σ ′ : the occupation of a triplet state prevents this transition (spin blockade). However, the current is not totally canceled as virtual tunneling through (1,0,1) bypasses the blockade.
Most interestingly, a narrow resonance appears along the condition E 110 = E 011 (for ε L −ε R = U CR −U LC ) due to superexchange interactions. As we show below, it involves charge being transferred from the left to the right dot without ever changing the occupation of the center dot 27, 28 . Importantly, the resonance is cancelled at a particular configuration where, as we discuss below, destructive interference leads to a dark state, cf. Figs. 3(a) and (c). This is the evidence of superexchange blockade.
Left-right resonance. In order to better understand the dynamics at this resonance, we perform a perturbative expansion of the two-electron sector ofĤ TQD around E 110 ≈ E 011 for the case where the detunings δ 101 = E 110 −E 101 and δ 020 = E 110 −E 020 are large compared to the interdot hopping, τ ij ≪ |δ 101 |, |δ 020 |. Introducing the operators P = σ,σ ′ (|σ, σ ′ , 0 σ, σ ′ , 0|+|0, σ, σ ′ 0, σ, σ ′ |) and Q = 1 − P, we project out the intermediate states and obtain the effective HamiltonianĤ eff = PĤ TQD P + PĤ TQD Q[E − QĤ TQD Q] −1 QĤ TQD P. It is convenient for the following to introduce the singlet and triplet superpositions Λ q ={S q , T α q }, with q={LC,CR} and α={0, ±}. Thus, we getĤ eff = q E Λq |Λ q Λ q | + H LXR , with E Tq = E 110 + τ 2 q /δ 101 and E Sq = E Tq + 2τ 2 q /δ 020 . Note that the energy is shifted due to two different second order processes: one affects both the singlet and triplet states and is induced by charge fluctuations through barrierq = q; the other one is due to (direct) Heisenberg exchange through q and is responsible for singlet-triplet splitting, see the inset in Fig. 2 . Most importantly, 101 . These transitions are responsible for the narrow resonance at the crossing of (1,1,0) and (0,1,1) states. Note that, for involving different transitions, the effective coupling is not the same for singlet and triplet states. As they depend on energy detuning, they can be controlled by the gate voltages applied to the quantum dots. The anticrossing has a different gap and curvature in each case, see inset of Fig. 2 , what has been invoked as a signature of hybrid states in recent experiments 33 . The system is then effectively reduced to 10 states (including those with a single particle), so the master equation can still be solved analytically. We calculate the current which has a Lorentzian shape,
. (2) describes transitions where charge is delocalized between
2 ) and width:
As shown in Fig. 3 , it agrees well with the full calculation usingĤ TQD , Eq.(1).
We can now explore some interesting configurations analytically: (i) at δ 101 = −δ 020 , the singlet and triplet states have the same effective coupling: τ S eff = τ T eff . One thus easily verifies that current flows through the eigenstate superpositions |Λ LC ± |Λ CR , for either singlets or triplets. Note furthermore that they involve the transport of maximally entangled two-electron superpositions along the quantum dot chain: Any Bell superposition of two electrons in one edge and in the centre dot, Ψ i q = {S q , T 0 q , T + q ± T − q }, can be transferred to the other pair of dots, e.g. |Ψ LC → |Ψ CR , by the appropriate application of voltage pulses. This makes our mechanism a candidate for the coherent transfer by adiabatic passage (CTAP) of Bell states, of importance for quantum information processing 34, 35 . (ii) Most interestingly for us here, at δ 101 = −δ 020 /2, the two singlet virtual paths interfere destructively and τ S eff = 0. This is not the case for triplet trajectories: they can only be transmitted along the (1,0,1) branch and hence do not interfere. At this point, the singlet |S LC does not contribute to transport and will block the current, as we further discuss below. We remark that the system behaves as a one-dimensional two-particle interferometer. The destructive interference of superexchange trajectories is unique to our setup for involving discrete states only. Note the difference with virtual (cotunneling) transitions involving the leads 36 : the contributions of many trajectories due to the wide density of states distribution sum to give a finite rate.
Superexchange blockade. The effect of the destructive interference of singlet trajectories is evident in the transport through the system at the condition δ 020 = −2δ 101 = ∆. Whenever the electrons in the centre and source dots form a spin singlet, current will be suppressed, see Figs. 3(a) and 3(c) . By diagonalizing the Hamiltonian (1) of the total system at this point, and considering for simplicity τ LC = τ CR = τ , we find the eigenstate
which contains no contribution of |S CR and therefore does not carry current. Hence, the system evolves toward a stationary pure state ρ st = |DS DS|. The dark state (4) is formed via the destructive interference of twoparticle trajectories in one dimension. Quite differently, transport dark states proposed (and not measured) so far require more complicated setups: either the spatial separation of single-electron trajectories in two dimensional arrays 37, 38 or excited states in ac driven configurations 39, 40 . Our prediction of the vanishing current at the long-range resonance is within present experimental reach 29 and paves the way to the detection of a transport dark state. We want to stress that the cancellation of the current is exact to all orders in the hopping, not restricted to the perturbative expansion (2) .
The superexchange blockade induced by the formation of the dark state |DS is opposite to the spin blockade effect, where it is the occupation of triplet states that blocks the current 19, 27, 28 . In our case, it is indeed the spin blockade mechanism which prevents triplets to block the current by eliminating one of the interference paths.
Spin decoherence. Dark states are sensitive to decoherence and dephasing 38, 40 . When the dark superposition (4) loses its coherence, the states (0,1,1) which are On the other hand, finite spin lifetime lifts spin blockade by mixing singlet and triple states. Thus, at the crossing of the states (1,1,0), (0,2,0) and (0,1,1), triplet states -which otherwise contribute to transport via superexchange only-decay into the resonantly transmitting singlets. As a result, an additional resonance peak appears which becomes sharper with increasing decoherence rates, see Fig. 4(b) , a signature of lifetime enhanced coherent transport.
Conclusions. We propose a triple quantum dot setup within today's experimental reach [27] [28] [29] 33 where superexchange interactions can be detected and manipulated. We have found and analyzed current resonances involving only states with merely indirect coupling. The transport mechanism is described in terms of higher-order superexchange transitions. In the resonance of states with left-right inverted charge distribution, an electron is delocalized between the outermost quantum dots with the centre dot being only virtually occupied. We predict a dark superposition of spin singlets formed at a point of destructive interference of virtual transitions. It is manifested in a total current suppression (the superexchange blockade). We emphasize the relevance of spin correlations for systems with more than one electron. In particular, resonances which are suppressed by Pauli spin blockade show lifetime-enhanced coherent transport in the presence of decoherence. We identify another configuration where left-right symmetric superpositions of spin states are formed which pave the way for CTAP of Bell states.
